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GEOPHYSICAL APPROACHES TO COAL
EXPLORATION, A REVIEW
Gerald B. Rupert
University of Missouri - Rolla
Rolla, Missouri

Abstract
The exploration for minerals by geophysical means has been confined
largely to the search for hydrocarbons and metallics while appli
cations to coal exploration are somewhat limited. However, the
surface reflection seismic technique has been successfully applied
not only to delineating coal deposits but also as a tool in mine
exploitation. Furthermore, channel waves generated underground
have demonstrated potential in detecting the presence of faults in
advance of the coal face and Vibroisis* experiments have been con
ducted whereby abandoned underground workings have been detected
by surface seismic arrays. Examples of all of the preceeding are
presented and discussed.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The exploration for minerals has pro

of coal as a major energy resource, the

gressed from primarily the application of

necessity of its maximum extraction, and

surface geology to the routine use of

the emphasis on safe mining methods, it is

sophisticated geophysical techniques.

no longer adequate to only know the gen

The acceptance of potential methods such

eral extent of the coal deposits.

A de

as gravity, magnetics, and electrical

tailed structural picture is often a

measurements is nearly universal in the

necessity and this plus the sedimentary

search for metallic deposits while the

nature of both the coal deposits and the

petroleum industry relies primarily on

overlying and underlying rock units make

the seismic reflection method.

the reflection seismic technique a logi

Thus un

til the last few years coal exploration

cal exploration tool.

Furthermore, be

alone, for all practical purposes, has

cause of the same necessity for a detailed

been confined to surface geology and the

subsurface picture coupled with advances

application of the drill hole.

in the state of the art of instrumenta

This can

tion and data processing, seismic surveys

be explained somewhat by the large areal
extent of the major coal basins, the

are competitive in cost with a fine grid

large supply with respect to demand, the

drilling program and applications of

success of delineating deposits with rel

seismic techniques are becoming more

atively few drill holes and lastly the

frequent.

cost of geophysical exploration methods.
However, with the increasing importance
*Trademark, Continental Oil Company
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2.

FUNDAMENTALS

for the propagation of Rayleigh and Love

Whenever energy is injected into the

waves.

Unlike a dilatational wave whose

ground, it is propagated through the earth

particle motion is in the same direction

until it encounters a change in the a-

of the direction of wave propagation, the

coustic impedance, which is the product

motions of the two aforementioned are

of rock density p and sound velocity v.

retrogade elliptical and horizontally

For the simplest case of normal incidence

polarized respectively.

and elastic materials, the ratio of the

Because of the generally low velocity of

amplitude of the reflected dilatation wave

coal seams in comparison to the surround

Ar to the incident dilatation wave ampli

ing shales and sandstones, the generation

See Figure 2.

of both types of waves is possible.

tude A^ at this interface is

Such

was done by Krey (1963) for a series of
P2V2
A.

1

Plv l

(1 )

experiments to detect faulting of coal

P 2V 2 + P 1V 1

seams by seismic means.

and that for the transmitted amplitude
Afc is given by
A

For this he

mounted geophones in the middle of coal
seams on the wall of an entry

and initi

ated energy either by small explosive

2P1V 1

(2)

charges or blows of a hammer.

P2V 2 + plV l

Both Ray

leigh and Love waves were identified on
Fortunately, for the seismologist the im

the seismic records by means of their

pedance of coal as compared to that of

theoretical velocities and the planes of

shale, sandstone, and limestone is such

recorded particle motion.

that a strong reflection Ar results.

successful generation and identification

Typical values are shown in Figure 1 with

of channel waves, a geophone array was

a simplified reflection geometry diagram.

affixed to a coal seam between the energy

Although conditions may exist for gen

source and a fault which crosses the

erating a strong reflection from the top

entry.

of a coal bed, it may not be possible to

(Figures

length A is large with respect to the

3-5)-

This is especially

apparent in Figure 5 where the direct and

Because the veloc

reflected events differ only in the di

ity of propagation v is the product of A

rection of slope.

and the frequency f, it is necessary to

Although this is only

one experiment, the ability to detect

generate high frequency waves in order to
obtain short wavelengths.

In this manner both direct and

reflected channel waves were recorded.

detect the event if the seismic wave
coal seam thickness.

After the

faulted conditions ahead of the working

Although this

face by geophysical means seem feasible.

generation has always been possible, the
response of conventional petroleum ex

3.2

ploration instruments was not adequate

A somewhat unusual application of geo

for the high frequency recording re

physics to coal exploration is the use of

quired for thin bedded coal deposits.

Vibroseis, an energy injection method, to

3.
3.1

VIBROSEIS

delineate abandoned coal mine workings.

APPLICATIONS

Such was done by the Continental Oil

CHANNEL WAVES

Company on their Consolidated Coal prop
Whenever a low velocity layer overlies

erties located approximately 65 miles

a high velocity layer, conditions exist

northeast of St. Louis, Missouri.

2

(Miller and Dunster, 1974) .

southern portion of Limburg province.

Here a pro^

Con

grammed Vibroseis sweep was injected into

ventional surface seismic profiles were

the ground over both mined and unmined

shot, and the data corrected and inter

areas.

After processing, the resulting

preted as that for petroleum exploration.

data was examined for changes in ampli

The high acoustic impedances at the coun

tude and structure.

try rock-coal boundary, 0.35-0.50 theo

The former are pre

dictable from Equation 1 and theoretical

retically should give rise to strong re

reflected events from different mine con

flections but these values were counter

ditions are illustrated by Figure 6.

acted by the relatively large wavelength

As

an example of actual field data, Figure 7

to seam thickness rations.

is particular striking in that there is a

interference of the reflections from the

distinct deterioration of record quality

top of the seam (shale coal) and the

between sourcepoints 25-45.

bottom (coal shale) complicated the iden

This illus

Consequently,

trates the high impedance contrast be

tification of the two interfaces.

tween the air-filled workings and the

more, the same impedance values resulted

unmined areas.

in large transmission losses through the

Another indication of the

Further

presence of an old working is as in

first seam and thus subsequent reflections

Figure

were quite weak.

8.

On that portion of the record

However, the data were

representative of the seismic line direc

still adequate for structural mapping.

tly over a known tunnel, a definite sag

(Figure

is apparent.

3.3.2

Interpretation should be

9 ).
Great Britain

done with caution as an improper pro
In the ten years following the work of

cessing of the data can create false
structure.

Van Riel, the development of shallow high

Although the major objective

frequency, high resolution seismics has

of the experiment was not to map coal

progressed from the development to the

seams, it is of interest to note the

application phase.

continuous reflection originating from

This is especially

apparent in Great Britain where the tech

the top of the coal thus confirming the

niques was successfully applied at

value of the seismic method.

Acaster Nellis in the heart of the Selby
3.3
3.3.1

STRUCTURAL MAPPING

Coalfield.

Rees (1975).

Although Rees

does not give a statistics concerning

The Netherlands

Until recently, because of the time

shot point spacings and other shooting

proven success of locating coal beds by

information, he mentions other work that

exploratory drilling, the practicality of

suggests a half to one and one half mile

seismics as an exploration tool might be

spacing is adequate for fault identifi

debated.

cation.

However, once a basin has been

A recent paper by Clarke (1976)

discovered, detailed structural mapping

however, states the initial Selby work

may not only be desirous but a necessity

utilized a 25 to 50 foot grid pattern and

for mine development and exploitation.

a energy source of either 5 lbs of ex

Among the earlier investigations of this

plosives at 50 feet of 1 lb at 10 feet,

nature was that reported by Van Riel

A seismic section from Selby is as in

(1965).

Figure 10.

This was conducted by a joint

Note the continuity and base

effort of the Dutch Government and the

of the Permian reflections and the fault

Dutch State Mines in the central and

displacement.
3

Although the latter may be

much greater than that- encountered in

(5)

Rees, P.B., 1975, "Exploitation of

American mines, the value of high resolu

Deposits:

tion seismics is illustrated.

Engineer, V. 135, p. 321-335.

Similar

lines identified the displacement of

(6)

Exploration," The Mining

Clarke, A.M., 1976, "Seismic Survey

water bearing strata and thus prevented

ing and Mine Planning:

not only a potentially dangerous con

lationships and Application,"

dition but losses in time and money.
4.

Their Re

International Coal Exploration
Symposium, London, England.

SUMMARY

6.

The use of seismic methods for both coal
exploration and mine exploitation has
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from a coal seam.

Direction of wave
Particle motion same direction as
Dilatation

that of the wave.

wave

Direction of wave
Particle motion elliptical
(b)

Rayleigh
wave

Direction of wave
Particle motion transverse

(c)

Love
wave

Fig. 2.

Directions of wave and particle motion.
(After Dobrin, 1960.)
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Reflection record showing reflected channel
wave.

Energy source to fault distance 225

feet.

(After Krey, 1963.)

Reflection record showing reflected channel
wave.

Energy source to fault distance 280

feet.

(After Krey, 1963.)
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Fig. 5.

Reflection record showing direct and reflected
channel waves. Energy source to fault distance
350 feet.

R E F L E C T IO N FR OM
B E N E A T H THE
COAL ZONE

A M P LITU D E

A M P LITU D E

A M PLITU D E

R E F L E C T IO N
FROM THE
COAL ZONE

(After Krey, 1963.)

Fig. 6.

Theoretical reflection amplitudes
from different mine conditions.
(After Miller and Dunster, 1974.)
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M IN E D

Fig. 7.

-100'

Reflection profile showing data
deterioration below the coal zone in
a mined area.

(After Miller and

Dunster, 1974.)

T IM E IN T E N T H S O F S E C O N D S

M INED

Fig. 8 .

Reflection profile showing roof sag
below source point 51.
and Dunster, 1974.)
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(After Miller

317

318

319

320

opposite dip of coal beds
(carboon) and the overlying
rock (dekterrin).

(After

Van Riel, 1955.)
MO

Fig. 10.

100* MIT

Reflection profile at Selby
showing faulting.
(After
Rees, 1975.)
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